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Introduction
This study is an assessment of whether the US Air Force (USAF) should 

anticipate modernizing its core theater airlift fleet with aircraft designed for 
super- short takeoffs or landings under rough- field conditions (SSTOL- RF) or 
aircraft designs focused on vertical takeoffs or landings (VTOL) with second-
ary SSTOL- RF capabilities (V/SSTOL- RF). Several considerations speak to 
the timeliness of this issue. Most importantly, the ongoing evolution of USAF 
and Army (USA) war- fighting concepts increase their demand for mobility 
and sustainment support in quantities and places that the aircraft in the pres-
ent airlift fleet cannot provide. Also, the present mainstay of the theater airlift 
fleet, the C-130, has been an inadequate platform for vital missions for de-
cades. It is too small to link effectively and efficiently with large intertheater 
airlifters, such as the C-5, C-17, and civil reserve air fleet (CRAF) jumbo cargo 
aircraft at intermediate staging bases. Also, the C-130’s runway requirements 
limit its ability to connect to battlefield airlift helicopters or deliver forces and 
sustainment at forward- most points of need and effect (PON/E) themselves. 
Intratheater airlift, consequently, is the weak link in the USAF’s ability to pro-
vide a smooth flow of air and land combat forces and their sustainment in the 
early stages of conflicts and crises. Finally, although the USAF has not pub-
lished a formal plan for theater airlift modernization, most officials inter-
viewed for this study suggested sometime in the 2040s as the window for the 
next aircraft to appear. Given the experience of the C-17 program, which took 
19 years to move from development contract to the first squadron reaching 
initial operational capability, a program aimed at putting a squadron of future 
theater airlifters on line by the middle 2040s should begin sometime in the 
early 2020s. As a contribution to conceptualizing the best path to a modern 
theater airlift fleet, then, this study will assess the SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL-
 RF design approaches in terms of their ability to fulfill critical USA and USAF 
requirements and their operational risk profiles.

Background Considerations
Several considerations should underpin any comparison of SSTOL- RF and 

V/SSTOL- RF design options. First, readers should review this report with a 
clear idea of how it uses key terms, notably theater airlift, VTOL, and SSTOL, 
and rough- field. Also, a synopsis of the history of SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL-
 RF research, development, and flight characteristics will be useful to set the 
stage for understanding future options. Finally, this section will discuss the 
general threat environments in which these aircraft will operate.
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Definitions
The definition of theater airlift is more about command relations and mis-

sions than it is about aircraft. US joint doctrine describes theater (or intrathe-
ater) forces as those assigned to and commanded by geographic combatant 
commanders, such as the commanders of the US European Command 
(USEUCOM) and US Indo- Pacific Command (USINDOPACOM) or their 
subordinate joint force commanders. Those commanders have the authority 
to allocate and direct their airlift forces to accomplish their assigned missions. 
The command relations of intertheater airlift forces differ from those of intra-
theater, in that they generally operate under the authority of US Transporta-
tion Command (TRANSCOM) commanders, who allocate resources com-
prising the bulk of the US airlift fleet on a common- user basis in support of 
other combatant commands. In their roles as the national command authori-
ties (NCA), the president and the secretary of defense (SECDEF) set the terms 
and priorities of those force allocations. In terms of missions, most theater 
airlift operations are logistical, moving people and cargos between developed 
bases. Movements and support of combat- ready ground and air units within 
battle zones are also common features of intratheater airlift operations. De-
pending on the circumstances and the capabilities of supported units, theater 
airlift forces may deliver them to their destinations by parachute drops (air-
borne) or from or into aircraft parked on the ground (airland). The SECDEF 
may assign any type of airlift aircraft to geographic commands to perform 
intratheater missions. However, apart from INDOPACOM, the NCA have as-
signed only C-130s to geographic commands on a permanent basis. Because 
of the large distances involved in its area of operations, which covers half of 
the planet, INDOPACOM also operates much larger and longer- range C-17s. 
When needed, the NCA can temporarily loan or more permanently assign 
any type of aircraft from TRANSCOM to other combatant commands to han-
dle exceptional demands they may face.1

Regarding the operational definitions, US official doctrines provide only 
an uncertain foundation for discussing theater airlift capabilities with preci-
sion. VTOL has such an intuitive meaning—the ability of aircraft to take off 
and descend to a landing vertically over a given spot—the editors of the US 
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms have not 
bothered to define it formally. The Department of Defense (DOD) dictionary 
does include a definition of Short Takeoff and Landing (STOL) as “the ability 
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of an aircraft to clear a 50-foot obstacle within 1,500 feet of commencing take-
off or, in landing, to stop within 1,500 feet after passing over a 50-foot obsta-
cle.” However, the relevance of the 1,500 foot cutline is obscure in origin and 
application, because it is not tied to any operational requirement, and the V/
SSTOL- RF V-22 is the only transport aircraft in the current US military in-
ventory able to make such takeoffs and landings at full gross weight. It also 
does not specify the critical meteorological conditions, that is, the density, 
altitude and obstacle- clearance criteria that would influence the ability of an 
aircraft to perform STOL operations. Beyond that, the DOD does not have 
official definitions for SSTOL or rough- field. These terms are implied, how-
ever, in numerous studies of desirable capabilities and of permissible runway 
surfaces for airlift operations. The USA’s 2003 Transformation Roadmap, for 
example, called for an SSTOL- RF aircraft able to carry two 20 ton Future 
Combat Systems into a 750 foot long road or field.2 Other USA and USAF 
studies presume that runways utilized for a few times by theater transports 
will be generally smooth, have California Bearing Ratios of 5 for C-130s and 
12 for C-17s.3 The military also expects such airfields to have rutting, gouging, 
jet blast trenching, and pothole anomalies limited to just a few inches deep.4

Given the inadequacies of the official lexicon, therefore, this study is 
obliged to define SSTOL and rough field more precisely. SSTOL, the study 
offers, is the ability of an aircraft to clear a 50-foot obstacle within 1,000 feet of 
commencing takeoff or, in landing, to stop within 1,000 feet after passing over a 
50 foot obstacle at full gross weight in international standard mean sea level 
conditions of 59oF (15oC) and pressure altitude of 29.92 inches (1013.25 mb) of 
mercury. A rough field is defined here as unpaved with a California bearing 
ration of less than 10 and vertical surface anomalies of up to 12 inches. A vi-
sualization of what these numbers mean would be an aircraft landing, taxiing, 
and then taking off across the rows of a moist plowed field. As will become 
clear, these capabilities have been and will be attainable by SSTOL- RF and V/
SSTOL- RF aircraft. Also, SSTOL- RF or V/SSTOL- RF aircraft capable of oper-
ating from such landing zones will be more relevant to future air and land 
operations than any aircraft in the current inventory.
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Figure 1. Early SSTOL- RF/STOL/VTOL wheel chart. (Reprinted from AHA 
International)

Early SSTOL- RF/STOL/VTOL Programs
As this “wheel chart” (fig. 1) indicates, the US and other countries have 

developed and tested many SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL- RF transport aircraft 
designs since the end of World War II, with the most active period of experi-
mentation falling between the early 1950s through the 1980s. Since most of 
these test programs did not produce successful aircraft, many engineers also 
call the chart the “wheel of misfortune.” Most designers sought SSTOL- RF or 
VTOL takeoff capability by vectoring their propulsion thrust lines to the ver-
tical mode for VTOL takeoffs or to lesser angles for SSTOL- RF operations. 
The most successful design sequence along these lines was that of the tiltrotor 
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Bell XV-3 (1955–66), Bell XV-15 (1977–2003), and Bell/Boeing V-22 Osprey 
(1989–present). The V/SSTOL- RF V-22 achieved exceptional success by be-
coming the only such type of aircraft to enter quantity production and routine 
service. Several manufacturers also tested tiltwing concepts in the 1950s 
through the 1970s, with the LTV XC-142 (1964–70) being the largest and 
most generally successful.

Figure 2. V-22 Osprey, US Navy (left). XC-142, National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration (NASA) (right).

The operational contrasts between the V-22 and XC-142 were rooted in the 
way they produced lift in vertical flight and, consequently, thrust in horizon-
tal cruise flight. As a design emphasizing vertical- lift efficiency, the V-22 em-
ployed 38 foot diameter helicopter blades, which were the largest that engi-
neers could use and still fit the aircraft onto the flight deck of an amphibious 
assault ship. These low- speed proprotors turned at a maximum of 330 RPM in 
cruise and 412 RPM in vertical flight.5 Despite the lower RPM in cruise, the 
V-22’s proprotors rapidly built drag with increasing speed, due to their larger 
size and increasing compressibility drag at their tips. In contrast, the 15.5 foot 
diameter propeller blades of the XC-142 turned at 1200 rpm to produce lift 
and cruise thrust. To overcome the higher torque needed to spin the blades at 
the higher disk loading (i.e., weight of the aircraft divided by the total area of 
the disk swept out by the blades) of its propellers, the XC-142 required a 
higher power- to- weight ratio than the V-22 for vertical flight.6 In return, its 
more efficient propellers and higher power- to- weight ratio gave the XC-142 a 
significantly faster cruise speed and payload- range advantages over the V-22, 
but at the cost of a lower overall fuel efficiency and productivity. Its highly- 
loaded propellers also produced a hurricane of downwash in vertical flight 
that created clouds of flying debris, even when operating from prepared sur-
faces. But, with the wings tilted to an angle of around 40-45o, the XC-142 
demonstrated exceptional SSTOL- RF capabilities, taking off and clearing a 50 
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foot obstacle in less than 700 feet at full weight, with the negative effects of its 
propeller downwash deflected to the rear and so clear of the aircraft.7

A few conventional, fixed- wing/fixed- powerplant military transport air-
craft have achieved SSTOL- RF or near- SSTOL- RF capabilities as well. Their 
designs emphasized high- lift wings, complex flap systems to divert wing air 
flows, wing “blowing,” and other technologies to enhance lift. The deHavil-
land Canada DHC-4 is a notable example. Serving with the USA and USAF 
from 1959 to the early 1980s, the aircraft had a maximum weight of 28,500 
lbs., but could clear 50 foot obstacles within 1,000 feet only at 24,000 lb. or 
less.8 The Breguet 941, a handful of which served with the French Air Force, 
was a particularly capable design. Tests of the prototype in 1964 convinced 
the USA that the production aircraft would be able to take off and clear a 50 
foot obstacle at about 900 feet at full gross weight, and that the aircraft had 
better low- speed handling characteristics than any other aircraft then under 
consideration for the “assault airlift” mission.9 Finally, the National Aeronau-
tics and Space Administration’s (NASA) Quiet Short- Haul Research Aircraft 
(QSRA) remains the only pure jet transport tested for SSTOL. Ultimately, the 
aircraft delivered minimum takeoff and landing distances in the 800–1200 
feet range at its maximum weight of 49,000 lb., partly by using aggressive 
landing techniques.10 Importantly, NASA did not test the aircraft under tacti-
cal or rough- field conditions.

Figure 3. DeHavilland Canada DHC-4

Figure 4. Breguet 941 landing on city street
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From these early development programs, several design realities of rele-
vance to theater airlift modernization emerged. The most obvious of these is 
that SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL- RF performance at high gross weights requires 
thrust vectoring. Augmented flight control systems are also essential to over-
coming the low- speed control difficulties that plagued most early SSTOL and 
V/SSTOL designs.11 Engineers also discovered in the early programs that the 
structural elements and increased engine power demands of SSTOL and V/
SSTOL- RF were heavy and degraded their speed and payload- range charac-
teristics in comparison to fixed- wing designs of similar size and weight. Mod-
ifying the DeHavilland of Canada DHC-5A Buffalo into the QSRA for exam-
ple, added almost 11,000 lb. to its empty weight, without increasing its gross 
weight of 49,000 lb. Not surprising, the QSRA had inferior range, payload, 
and takeoff performance, and only modestly improved landing performance, 
compared to the Buffalo. A more subtle but important discovery was that the 
weight penalties inherent in SSTOL and V/SSTOL designs tended to converge 
when the former were expected to take off and land in distances shorter than 
about 1,000 feet.12 On the surface, then, there was no payload/gross- weight 
advantage to be gained from choosing to design an aggressive SSTOL- RF 
rather than a more operationally flexible V/SSTOL- RF aircraft.

Figure 5. Quiet Short- Haul Research Aircraft, NASA

Operationally, comparisons of the fixed- wing SSTOL- RF, tilt- wing V/SS-
TOL- RF, and tiltrotor V/SSTOL- RF design tracks are more complex than 
simple comparisons of weight penalties. As the data in figure 1 indicate, each 
design track tends to produce aircraft occupying distinct realms of intercon-
nected speed, range- payload, and productivity characteristics. The conven-
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tional takeoff and landing C-130, for example, enjoys a lift/drag (L/D) ratio of 
14, which reflects in greater speed and productivity than the designs empha-
sizing vertical or SSTOL- RF operational flexibility. By comparison, both the 
Breguet 941 and XC-142 had L/D ratios of about 9, which gave them similar 
fuel efficiencies. But the simpler and lighter fixed- wing/engine geometry of 
the Breguet’s design allowed it to fly on less engine power and carry a higher 
percentage of its gross weight as payload than the XC-142. Consequently, 
while the XC-142 had VTOL performance and higher speed, it profoundly 
underperformed its fixed- wing SSTOL- RF counterpart in range- payload and 
productivity. Employing proprotors instead of the XC-142’s pure propellers, 
the V-22 could lift more weight per unit of power in vertical flight, but that 
efficiency was offset by higher aerodynamic drag of the vehicle in cruise, 
lower propulsive efficiency from the proprotors, and consequently lower 
cruise speed and much- reduced payload- range characteristics.

Aircraft C-130J Bregeut 941 XC-142 V-22 CH-47

Design track Fixed-wing 
STOL

Fixed-wing 
SSTOL

Tilt-wing V/
STOL

Tilt-rotor V/
STOL Helo

Cl/d 14 9 9 6.5 4.5

Max. weight 
(1,000 lb)

122,000 
STOL 58,400 45,000 

STOL
57,000 
STOL 50,000

Power weight (lb/
hp)

4 x 4,637 
6.5 

4 x 1,500 
9.6 

4 x 2,850 
3.9 

2 x 6,150 
4.6 

2 x 4,900 
5.1 

Cruise speed (kts) 340 220 280 240 140

Max. payload (lbs) 36,000 
STOL

22,000 
SSTOL

12,000 
SSTOL

24,000 
SSTOL

24,000/ 
16,000 
practical 

Range with 8,000 
lb cargo (nm)

3,500 1,370 500 170 (internal 
payload) 160

Fuel burn (lb/hr) 5,000 2,890 3,900 3,750 3,200

Efficiency (lb fuel 
per/nm @ max. 
weight

14.7 13.1 13.9 15.6 22.8

Productivity (lb 
fuel per/ton-mile) 
w/ max cargo

0.8 1.19 2.32 1.44
2.5 
(16,000 
lb.)

Table. Design Track Comparison Chart
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Also, worth noting, the slow speed and high fuel consumption of the CH-
47 typifies current and future helicopter performance and exemplifies why 
helicopters are not good candidates for theater airlift missions. Helicopters 
can lift more weight per unit of power than other VTOL designs, but they 
cannot carry payload very far. Even large- rotor V/STOLs, like the V-22, share 
the helicopter’s inherent inefficiencies in horizontal flight. Addressing the 
mythology that the V-22 makes up for its inefficiency as a helicopter with fuel 
efficient cruise flight, one specialist in rotary wing aerodynamics points out 
that “tilt rotors, like the V-22, offer. . . speed advantages but, over shorter dis-
tances, their productivity is offset by smaller payloads, greater a/c [aircraft, 
au.] weight, and higher acquisition costs.”13 Comparing the V-22 to the fixed- 
wing C-130, another analyst points out that, in cruise flight, V-22s carrying 
their maximum cargo loads produce about 0.12 ton- miles of useful lift per 
hour per engine horsepower, while the C-130J produces 0.36 ton- miles under 
the same conditions.14

Figure 6. CH-47, DOD

Threat Environments
According to Air Force doctrine, “Air mobility operations can be flown in 

threat environments that include conventional military forces, insurgents, 
and terrorists; adversary capabilities can range from basic small arms to. . . 
radar guided surface- to- air missiles.”15
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The one persistent theme in the literature of contemporary and future mil-
itary threat environments is that the world is and will be a dangerous place to 
conduct theater airlift operations. Most discussions presume increasing 
threats from legacy kinetic systems, such as missiles, artillery, and air inter-
ceptions, with the addition of new realms of cyber, space, and robotics. De-
pending on the circumstances, kinetic threat systems will include long- range 
air-, sea- and land- launched weapons of precision accuracy, closer- in attacks 
by mid- range missiles, air attacks by directly- and remotely- flown aircraft and 
artificially- intelligent drones, electromagnetic weapons from space, direct 
actions by special operations forces (SOF) and fifth- column elements, and 
cannon and missile artillery fires at forward locations. Cyber attacks can 
come from many sources and media, and the successful ones could inca-
pacitate airlift command and control nodes and communications, shut down 
support activities, and even disable digital aircraft controls. The summary 
meaning of all these threats for airlift planning and future operations is that 
all personnel, bases, facilities, units, and support infrastructures will be sub-
ject to attack, whether they are based in the homeland, forward landing 
strips, or anywhere in between.16 There will be no inviolable sanctuaries for 
airlift air and ground operations.

The threat environment for theater airlift forces can be divided usefully 
into three realms reflecting the persistence and lethality of the weaponry they 
will face. The first is the general “air” situation. This realm includes the threats 
that encompass entire areas or theaters of operations, such as enemy air and 
space reconnaissance and surveillance capabilities, air forces, space weapons, 
cyber capabilities, long- range missiles, and even SOF and fifth column ele-
ments. If not countered effectively, these general threats can inflict high loss 
rates on theater airlift forces, whether operating in the air or at their bases. In 
the extreme, when enemy forces dominate any of these threat areas, theater 
airlift operations can be impossible and even pointless. The second realm em-
braces the en- route environment when airlift aircraft are en route from main 
or intermediate operating bases or locations to their forward destinations. In 
circumstances where enemy and friendly areas of control are distinct, this 
threat realm may present no additional dangers to airborne aircraft apart 
from the “general” ones just discussed. Where areas of control are not well- 
defined, however, additional threats may appear in the form of regular and 
SOF combat units, robotic air defense systems, and the like dispersed in the 
interstices of uncontrolled territories between opposing forces. The third 
threat realm facing theater airlift forces is the destination realm where they 
are operating within range of enemy, high- density, quick- reaction tactical- fire 
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systems, particularly indirect and direct field artillery cannon and missile 
fires and short- range air defense systems.17

The uneven persistence and lethality of the general and enroute threat 
zones will make theater airlift operations dangerous but at times still possible. 
In the general realm, even major militaries will have difficulty keeping friendly 
forces and bases under continual threat of effective attack. The long- range 
aircraft, missiles, launch bases, ships, submarines, satellites, and over- the- 
horizon radar systems, and command and control systems that enemies will 
need to find and strike their targets, will all be in limited supply and subject to 
detection, attack, deception, aiming mistakes, and command decision errors. 
If they work as advertised, modern long- range weapon systems may appear to 
pose overwhelming threats to individual targets. But their general war- 
fighting potential can only be understood in the full context of the interac-
tions of opposing forces, real- world weapon reliabilities, and the usual fogs 
and frictions of armed combat. En- route airlift forces will face varying threat 
levels, influenced mainly by the locations of counterair- capable enemy forces 
along their routes of flight and, in the future, robotic counterair systems. 
Good intelligence and friendly air support could mitigate the threat posed by 
scattered enemy ground elements. If friendly airlift forces know the locations 
of enemy elements, they likely will be able to choose routes and tactics to 
evade them or defeat them with onboard defensive systems. Counterair 
ground “mines” could be particularly problematic since enemies could sow 
them anywhere in a battle zone. Further, their initial detection systems could 
be aural, electro- optical, infrared, or otherwise undetectable until the mo-
ment the mines activated their weapon guidance systems and launched their 
weapons.18 Again, the chief defenses against such systems will be good intel-
ligence and onboard defensive systems.

In contrast, the threat environments near and on theater airlift destinations 
could be acute and persistent. Within about 30 nautical miles of enemy forces, 
theater airlift forces will risk detection by numerous short- and medium- 
range radar and other surveillance systems and from attacks by a host of high- 
probability- of- kill surface- to- air missile systems, fixed- and rotary- wing air-
craft, drone aircraft, and so on. They also will be vulnerable to attack by rocket 
and tube artillery, which can strike in the air with proximity- fused projectiles 
or shower landing areas with massed fires within minutes of detection. Airlift 
forces will be especially vulnerable if obliged to repeatedly utilize known or 
predictable locations, such as prepared landing strips, parking, and “hide” ar-
eas. If presented with such predictability, future enemies may periodically fire 
short- range weapons at them “in- the- blind” on the chance of either hitting 
aircraft or their ground- handling equipment and personnel.
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Mission Requirements
Theater airlift mission requirements are the sum of a complex interplay of 

many desired mission and performance criteria. Mission requirements gener-
ally reflect the scale and equipment dimensions of force movements and sus-
tainment, desired delivery terminals, and the necessary densities of delivery 
in geography and time. The performance criteria of airlift operations are 
largely based on aircraft cruise and maximum speeds, range, payload, termi-
nal agility, and survivability. Terminal agility is not a common term, but in 
this study, it relates to the range of terminal points (airports, air bases, unsur-
faced airfields, landing zones, and so forth) that an aircraft can utilize. Fixed- 
wing aircraft of high- terminal agility can operate into and from shorter, 
rougher, and more weakly- surfaced runways and parking areas than aircraft 
of lower terminal agility. Helicopters, which can operate from areas not much 
larger than their rotor diameters, have maximal terminal agilities. Large com-
mercial jets, in contrast, have minimal airfield agilities because they are tied 
operationally to major airports and air bases with long and paved runways 
and acres of hard- surfaced parking areas.

Survivability is also a variable quantity among different types of aircraft, 
depending on the match between their performance specifications, mission 
requirements, threats they face, and the friendly air support available to them. 
As one example of the relationships involved; SSTOL transports capable of a 
380 knot cruise would be more survivable than 240 knot V/SSTOL aircraft 
because they would spend less time in enemy territory, be easier for friendly 
air- defense- suppression and combat air patrol jets to pace and support, and 
they would possess significant airfield agilities.

For the Army
Current and evolving USA operational concepts require the high- capacity 

support of airfield- agile theater transport aircraft. The USA’s movement and 
maneuver doctrine, for example, is predicated on task- organized ground 
units maneuvering, concentrating, fighting, and then dispersing in concert 
with similar units, to “force enemies. . . to fight against multiple types of at-
tacks from multiple directions and domains.19 Such maneuvers, the USA be-
lieves, must be along multiple avenues of approach, be unpredictable in their 
use of departure and arrival points, and be conducted over “strategic dis-
tances.” The USA also expects ground unit air deployments to terminate as 
close as possible to their tactical PON/Es to reduce the delays and dangers of 
long ground movements. Predictably, many of these PON/Es will be beyond 
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land lines of communication and not near major airfields. Therefore, air- 
deploying units and their subsequent logistical support must come from 
high- capacity airlift aircraft, and possesses as much airfield agility as practical 
considering other requirements of range, payload, speed, and so on. These 
aircraft also must be able to survive in the presence of the enemy threat capa-
bilities they must necessarily face.20

USA and USAF studies have highlighted the importance of airfield agility 
to the USA’s ability to get to the fight. In an access study of a large African 
country, the Army’s Capabilities Integration Center estimated that only about 
24 percent of its territory lay within 50 km of airfields capable of handling the 
C-17s and C-130s needed to move Stryker units.21 Further, a USAF study 
found only 16 surveyed airfields in Sub- Saharan Africa possessing the run-
ways and aircraft parking capacities necessary for them to serve as hubs to 
facilitate the transfers of cargos from C-17s into C-130s for onward move-
ment to less- developed airfields.22

The deployment of a single Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) pro-
vides an instructive example of just how much movement capacity the Army 
needs. The brigade itself consists of 4,200 Soldiers and 15,000 tons of materiel 
and requires about 400 C-17 or 200 C-5 sorties to lift.23 But this number does 
not include the support elements drawn from higher echelons, such as avia-
tion, military police, additional artillery units, and others. These must go with 
the SBCT to tailor it for specific missions and to give it sustained fighting 
power. These support elements could add hundreds of airlift sorties to the 
brigade’s deployment bill. Additionally, SBCTs engaged in maneuver and 
combat will require around 350-400 tons of sustainment each day, in the form 
of water, food, fuel, munitions, engineer supplies, replacement vehicles, and 
so on.24 Compared to the size of the airlift fleet, about 220 C-17s and 52 C-5s, 
these are very large demand signals, particularly given that the USAF’s plans 
on extracting an average of only 18 and 45 tons of lift from each C-130 and 
C-17 sortie, respectively.25 An IBCT movement from the continental US to 
northeastern Europe, for example, could tie down 20 percent of the available 
C-17 fleet, about 40 aircraft, for 14 days, assuming an out- and- back cycle time 
of 36 hours and the availability of enough developed and undamaged airfields 
to accept such a flow of aircraft. In a major conflict with Russia in that region, 
any presumptions of such airfield availabilities likely would reflect strategies 
based on hopefulness rather than reasonable risk management.

These movement tasks and tonnages give some indication of the necessary 
size and capacity of the next theater airlifter. Most importantly, the aircraft 
must be able to carry all types of logistics, support, and protected firepower 
vehicles assigned to the Army’s most deployable brigades; airborne, infantry, 
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and Stryker. Currently, these protected firepower vehicles are enhanced- 
armor Strykers, which weigh about 22 tons, and M-2/3 Bradley Fighting Ve-
hicles, which weigh about 30 tons. The USA also is committed to acquiring a 
new generation of medium- weight combat vehicles for air- deployable units 
and a next- generation combat vehicle to replace its M-1 Abrams tanks and 
Bradleys.26 Recent USA steps to acquire test versions of available light tanks 
and infantry vehicles suggest that the next- generation theater airlifter should 
be able to lift at least 35 tons, although 40 tons would allow for weight growth 
as the program progresses.27 The cabin sizes of the aircraft should accommo-
date the weight and dimensions of such vehicles and allow for efficient move-
ment of lighter vehicles, medium- size helicopters, and cargo pallets.

 USA commanders will also want theater airlift to pick up or deliver their 
combat forces with suitable movement density. Although not a commonly- 
used term, movement density usefully expresses the vital importance of 
quickly moving USA forces into and out of areas threatened by enemy coun-
teractions, in condition to fight on arrival, and thereafter maintain local force 
dominance. Such movements minimize the disruption and vulnerabilities 
caused by transitioning units across domain boundaries, as from air move-
ment to ground operations. Light infantry helicopter assaults are classic ex-
amples of dense deliveries because they involve the simultaneous arrival of 
complete companies and battalions ready to fight. In the future, given current 
USA vision documents, USAF airlift planners must anticipate supporting 
dense movements of airborne, infantry, Stryker, and post- Stryker protected- 
firepower units.

Dense air deliveries of USA combat and support units will depend wholly 
or in part on airland procedures, that is, walking or driving out of or back into 
aircraft on the ground. Even airborne forces will depend on airland opera-
tions to bring in much of their combat support and combat service support 
elements, which are not parachute capable. Infantry, Stryker, and Heavy bri-
gade combat teams have no parachute capabilities at all. So, in many force 
movements, theater airlift forces must be capable of putting hundreds of sor-
ties into the vicinities of PON/Es, usually without the availability of enough 
developed airfields to accept them in the delivery densities required by the 
probabilities of enemy counteractions. So, if the USA is to have the mission 
capabilities it wants, it must have the support of airlift forces that can operate 
into austere networks of small and/or rough fields.

From the perspective of supporting dispersed ground operations in sig-
nificant threat environments, the baseline operational range objective for the 
next- generation theater airlifter will be the product of several considerations. 
Most importantly, the future aircraft must have the range to connect interme-
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diate support bases (ISB) to the PON/Es of transported units. The ISBs will be 
necessary to receive inbound intertheater airlifters carrying cargoes that the-
ater airlifters will onload and move to forward locations. The limited numbers 
of such airfields in many parts of the world, in turn, will make aircraft operat-
ing on them predictable and lucrative targets for enemy air, missile, and SOF 
strikes. Consequently, in conflicts with enemies possessing weapon systems 
such as medium- range ballistic missiles, cruise missiles, and strong air- strike 
forces, these ISBs should be at least 800 nm back from the launch sites and 
bases of such weapons. Even this distance will not make ISBs invulnerable to 
attack; it will just oblige enemies to expend greater numbers of scarce weap-
onry and accept greater uncertainty in attacking them and increase warning 
times to friendly forces. Ideally, then, the next- generation theater airlift air-
craft should have an unrefueled operational radius of about 1,000 nautical 
miles with an approximately 35 ton payload (i.e., a medium- weight armored 
vehicle) air dropped or airlanded at midpoint.28

For the Air Force
At first glance, the USAF's theater mobility support requirements are mod-

est in comparison to those of the USA in quantity and quality. Most impor-
tantly, USAF combat squadrons, apart from those of A-10s and C-130s, must 
operate from developed airfields, usually capable of handling C-5s and C-17s 
as well. With air refueling support, fighters and bombers can operate over 
great distances, which increases the number of appropriately developed air-
fields available to them. The deployment bills for air combat units are also 
modest in comparison to ground combat units. For example, deploying a 
fighter squadron and its support elements to an austere base, one with a run-
way but few if any support facilities, requires movement of somewhere be-
tween 300–500 tons of personnel and equipment.29 Fire trucks likely would be 
the largest single items moved in such deployments, weighing between 20 
tons for P-19-series vehicles to “Striker”-series trucks weighing more than 40 
tons. At normal planning loads, the upper end of this deployment load 
roughly equates to a dozen or so C-17s or half that number of C-5 sorties. 
Because developed airfields usually are located near large cities and ports, air 
combat units likely will draw most of their sustainment from surface trans-
port modes. But if they need air transport for such things as repositioning 
munitions or jumping over at- risk or damaged surface lines of communica-
tion, the airlift demand signal for a single combat squadron could reach sev-
eral hundred tons or more per day for fuel, munitions, and general supplies.
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 In conflicts with peer competitors, the logistics picture might not be so 
rosy. In the first place, the competition for strategic airlifters will be intense in 
the early phases of a major conflict, with deleterious impact on their avail-
ability to support air combat bases. Air combat bases that can park a lot of 
fighters and handle a steady flow of transport aircraft also might be in shorter 
supply or more remote from battle zones than hoped for by commanders. In 
the context of a South China Sea conflict, for example, the island of Luzon 
would be a logical region for forward basing, but it possesses only five air-
fields with runways at least 7,000 feet long and parking ramps to handle a 
dozen fighters and one or two C-17s.30 Further, in peer conflicts, all or at least 
most US air bases will be threatened or damaged by enemy attacks, if not 
from distant missile bases or formations of penetrating strike aircraft, then 
possibly from SOF, submarines and aircraft launching cruise missiles, or even 
electromagnetic or kinetic weapons from space. An enemy sympathizer with 
a cell phone might be all the surveillance and target cueing needed by future 
enemies to ambush a munitions- laden C-17 taxiing past a row of fighters or 
parked in an established aerial port area. Indeed, it would be a foolish adver-
sary who was not willing to risk a submarine to launch a devastating cruise 
missile volley against a main base with its parking ramps full of the trans-
ports, air refueling, fighter, and support aircraft so essential to the American 
way of war.

In such circumstances, airfield- agile and high- capacity theater transports, 
SSTOL- RF or V/SSTOL, will be essential to air combat operations. Because 
they can operate off concrete, those aircraft would reduce the competition for 
paved parking space, which might allow combat aircraft to disperse and pres-
ent less attractive targets to enemy weaponeers. Indeed, these types of aircraft 
may not operate on primary airfields at all. They might, instead, operate from 
small airfields, highway strips, or unsurfaced rough fields nearby; far enough 
away from supported bases to reduce their vulnerability to enemy targeting 
and attack but close enough to minimize the burden of transporting their 
loads from intertheater transports operating through main bases to theater 
airlifters ready to take those loads forward. If alternate landing strips are not 
available, SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL transports could still use the paved or 
unpaved margins of main bases, at least somewhat further away from combat 
operations areas.

The Air Force’s movement toward disaggregated air operations places an 
additional premium on support from airfield- agile transport aircraft. So far, 
its evolution of Rapid Raptor/Agile Combat Employment exercises in the last 
several years has relied on C-17s to transport the supplies, weapons, and even 
fuel needed to support flights of fighters operating from austere bases for 
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short periods of time.31 On the one hand, this reliance makes logistical sense, 
given the more restricted capabilities in speed, range, and payload of the 
C-130 transports available as the alternative. On the other hand, using C-17s 
as rolling magazines for handfuls of fighters will reduce their productivity at 
times when they will be precious assets to support other logistics and move-
ment demands. Moreover, while dispersal airfields able to accommodate 
standard fighters will be long enough for C-17s also, they might not have the 
necessary width or strengths to handle the big aircraft. C-17s have aircraft 
classification numbers equivalent to many large civil airliners and signifi-
cantly higher than those of fighter- type aircraft.32 Consequently, loaded C-17s 
have proven in tests and operations to damage or destroy runways paved to 
lower strength standards than major airports and air bases after just a few 
landing and takeoff cycles.33 Each C-17 also requires an acre- size parking 
area, which may be all of or more than the ramp space available at many re-
gional airports or even overseas military bases.

Figure 7. The main gear of this C-130 has crushed the asphalt surface of this 
taxiway.

Mission Fit
Calculating the ability of a category of aircraft to satisfy theater airlift re-

quirements, or its “mission fit,” requires an assessment of a complex interplay 
of performance characteristics typical of that category. For this comparison of 
the relative theater airlift mission fits of SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL aircraft, 
these performance characteristics include their range- payload capabilities, 
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abilities to carry required payloads, airfield agilities, and general survivability. 
When understood as an interconnected system, these performance charac-
teristics determine the ability of each category of aircraft to deliver required 
payloads to desired destinations and in delivery profiles that satisfy the tacti-
cal and logistical requirements of the forces they support.

Range- Payload Characteristics
The data in figure 2 indicate that the main determinant in the relative 

range- payload and general productivity characteristics of SSTOL- RF and V/
SSTOL aircraft is the way they produce vertical lift. The tiltwing XC-142, 
which employs mostly conventional propellers for lift could carry 8,000 
pounds of cargo for 500 miles, while the V-22, which utilizes proprotors, can 
carry the same load for only 170 nm. The XC-142’s advantage derives from its 
better vehicle lift/drag ratio over the V-22, about 9 versus about 6.5, respec-
tively, and from the greater propulsive efficiency of propellers over proprotors 
in high- speed cruise. Nevertheless, the XC-142 had only half of the produc-
tivity of the V-22 in terms of fuel burned per ton- mile of transportation pro-
vided. This was because of the relative inefficiency of the 142’s propellers in 
vertical flight, which necessitated a much smaller aircraft in gross weight and 
concomitant reductions in its fuel and cargo loads. A summary of the com-
parative performances of the two concepts would be that the aerodynamics 
and power ratios of the V-22 favored more vertical- lift capacity at the expense 
of cruise speed and range, while those of the XC-142 emphasized more cruise 
speed and range at the expense of VTOL efficiency and productivity. 34

Consideration of the performance characteristics of the Breguet 941, how-
ever, suggests opportunities to extract greater productivity from SSTOL- RF 
designs. Without the necessity of carrying the large engines needed to lift the 
aircraft vertically, the 941 outperformed the XC-142 and V-22 in range and 
productivity and did comparatively well in maximum payload and airspeed 
performance. On half of the power of the other two aircraft, the Breguet de-
sign carried nearly twice the payload as the XC-142 and 8,000 lb. of cargo 
eight times further than the V-22. These comparative performance numbers 
reinforce the notion presented earlier in this study that VTOL capabilities 
require major tradeoffs in the payloads, range, and productivity of theater 
airlift aircraft designs.
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Ability to Carry Required Payloads
The practicality of developing a SSTOL- RF or V/SSTOL aircraft able to 

carry the payloads required by the USAF and especially the USA is not clear. 
No aircraft with these capabilities has ever flown with anything near the 40 
ton armored combat vehicles or 20-40 ton fire trucks representing the high- 
end USA and USAF single- item air movement requirements for forward op-
erations. Moreover, the useful load of the future aircraft must allow for fuel, 
which will outweigh the payload on longer flights. For example, the SSTOL-
 RF Breguet 941 was the most aerodynamically efficient and productive of the 
aircraft examined above. Based on the data in figure 2, the aircraft would have 
required more than 26,000 lb. of fuel to move 8,000 lb. of cargo for 2,000 nm, 
had it been able to perform such a mission, which it was not. A simplistic 
extrapolation of this performance to an aircraft carrying an 80,000 lb. load, 
would indicate a required fuel load of something like 250,000 lb. Based on 
these numbers and another extrapolation of the 40:60 payload- to- aircraft 
gross weight ratio of the Breguet 941, the future theater airlifter would have a 
gross weight of at least 420,000 lb. or almost three times the normal gross 
weight of a C-130J. Given the high specific fuel consumptions of the XC-142 
and V-22, the challenge of designing V/SSTOL- RFs with strategic range and 
the ability to carry large equipment items seems daunting or even impossible.

If engineers could develop a SSTOL- RF or V/SSTOL aircraft with aerody-
namic efficiency closer to fixed wing aircraft, however, the challenge of achiev-
ing the USA and USAF’s range/payload requirements could be reduced sub-
stantially. In comparison to the V-22 carrying one- third of its maximum 
payload (8,000/24,000 lb.) for 170 nm, a C-130J could carry one third of its 
maximum payload (14,000/42,000 lb.) for 2,800 nm or about 35,000 lb. over 
the 2,000 mile range. The plane would fly the 2,000-mile trip in 5.9 hours and 
burn 29,000 lb. of fuel, while a notional V-22 able to fly 2,000 miles and car-
rying 8,000 lb. would burn about 26,000 lb. in an 8.3-hour flight. Putting the 
two aircraft in a common frame of reference; the C-130J’s fuel/payload 
weight ratio for that trip would have been 1.1:1 while that of the notional 
V-22 would have been about 3.32:1. Once again, the range and payload pen-
alties of SSTOL- RF and particularly V/SSTOL are clear and likely to be the 
crucial challenge to future engineers trying to accommodate the full span of 
theater airlift missions.
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Figure 8. SSTOL landing strips in randomly- selected area in northeastern Europe. 
Using Google Earth’s street- level feature, the author scanned most of these fields 
to determine that they were level with no significant obstructions or ditches.

Airfield Agilities
In terms of airfield agility, the operational advantage of V/SSTOL over SS-

TOL- RF aircraft likely will not be as significant as would first appear. Cer-
tainly, VTOL- capable aircraft can land almost anywhere not covered by heavy 
vegetation, jagged terrain, or man- made objects. But, as this map at figure 3 
indicates, the number of SSTOL- RF landing strips available in other kinds of 
terrain also can be practically limitless. The map depicts a randomly selected 
area in northeastern Europe near the Baltic Sea, approximately 2-by-4 kilo-
meter in its dimensions. Within that area are more than 40 likely SSTOL- RF 
landing zones, each at least 1500 feet long. Presuming the availability of a class 
of SSTOL- RF aircraft able to move a medium- weight mechanized battalion 
in, say 96 sorties, 48 SSTOL- RFs operating from a debarkation base located 
1,000 miles away could deliver the entire battalion in two lifts within one pe-
riod of darkness. With each of these lifts consisting of five formations of eight 
aircraft each and all aircraft in a formation landing simultaneously on adja-
cent airstrips, no aircraft would stay on the ground more than 15 minutes, no 
sequential formations need land on the same set of strips, and the total ground 
time of each lift would be less than 45 minutes. Moreover, the second lift 
might well use an entirely different group of landing strips located in another 
set of fields along the battalion’s line of advance. So, in most parts of the world, 
SSTOL- RF transports could achieve delivery densities of equivalent tactical 
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values as those possible from VTOL aircraft, presuming that VTOLs could 
cover the necessary distances.

There are many reasons to believe that SSTOL- RF aircraft could reliably 
and safely achieve the airfield agility just described. Historically, numerous 
engineering efforts have produced landing gear concepts that successfully im-
proved the rough- field capabilities of conventional and STOL aircraft. The 
Arado 232 of World War II, for example, combined high- lift wings and flaps, 
wing blowing, and multibogie landing gear that allowed operations on strips 
characterized by deep mud, ditches up to five feet across, and obstacles up to 
18 inches high.35 American engineers experimented in the 1950s with track 
landing systems and pneumatic air- cushion systems that also improved the 
ability of aircraft to traverse soft ground. Large, low- pressure tires also lower 
the aircraft classification numbers and soft- terrain trafficability of aircraft. 
The C-130, for example, has an aircraft classification number range of 29–33, 
and can utilize soft fields down to the consistency of wet sod many times 
without making them unusable through rutting and gouging.36 Exceptional 
fixed- wing STOL aircraft, like the DeHavilland Canada DHC-5 and -6 have 
ACNs of 6–12 and 3–5 respectively, and operate on surfaces that humans 
would struggle to traverse on foot.37 Finally, the slow landing speeds of SS-
TOL- RF aircraft are an important assurance of their ability to go into places 
that conventional wisdom informed by current aircraft capabilities might 
think impossible. Many videos are available on the web and show SSTOL- RF 
transports landing and taking off from dirt roads, roughly graded rocky ter-
rain, uncleared sagebrush, and so on.38

Figure 9. The Arado 232 could operate into and from exceptionally rough and 
soft airfields. For normal operations, the auxiliary load wheels under the fuse-
lage were removed and the massive main gear were retractable.
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Figure 10. Tracked landing gear experiments in the late 1940s were techni-
cally successful and gave aircraft as large as the 410,000 lb B-36 the capabil-
ity to operate on otherwise understrength airfields and even on open fields, as 
in this photo. These landing gear also were retractable.

Survivability
The survivability of future theater transports will depend on airfield agility, 

surprise, speed, and general air situations. Airfield agility likely will be of first 
importance, since it will allow them to bed down in unpredictable locations 
in the rear, exploit shifting networks of landing areas, and spend minimum 
time on the ground at forward destinations. Artillery, long- range missiles, 
and other weapons have finite effects. Consequently, aiming errors of even a 
few hundred yards can mean the difference between a hit or a miss on a trans-
port moving around or stopped for a few minutes somewhere on an array of 
airstrips. Transport aircraft flight speeds and short ground times will mini-
mize exposure to enemy weapon engagement zones and affect their ability to 
integrate with combat air operations. Faster aircraft will be better able to ex-
ploit the cover and distraction provided by friendly air forces, when they 
surge in offensive operations. While the shooters occupy an enemy air force’s 
attention, fast and airfield agile transport formations can penetrate to and 
withdraw from forward landing zones or air bases. Faster aircraft will also be 
easier and less time demanding for friendly fighter and air defense suppres-
sion aircraft to escort. The freedom of theater airlift forces to exploit their 
capabilities will depend, of course, on the general air situation. If enemy 
warning and control systems can maintain more- or- less continuous over-
watch of air battle zones, then sustained airlift operations will be difficult, 
even impossible. But even if friendly combat air forces can establish only pe-
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riods of localized air dominance, airlift aircraft with the characteristics dis-
cussed here will be capable of supporting Army maneuver and Air Force agile 
combat employment operations.

In general, then, both SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL aircraft will be survivable 
in future peer- on- peer conflicts. Both design types should have the necessary 
airfield agilities to achieve and retain surprise for themselves and the forces 
receiving their support. In some circumstances, the marginally greater air-
field agilities of V/SSTOL aircraft may enhance their survivability. But that 
advantage would be too costly to attain, if it was unavoidably offset by signifi-
cant range and productivity reductions and reduced delivery densities. As 
evidenced by the XC-142, both types of aircraft are capable of moderate to 
high cruise speeds of from around 220 to 400 knots and perhaps higher for jet 
powered aircraft. But, experiments of larger jet aircraft in the SSTOL trans-
port role, so far limited to the QSRA, indicate that jet powered aircraft can be 
faster than turboprop and helicopter- type aircraft, but likely will have reduced 
airfield agility, with secondary reductions in productivity and survivability.

Recommendations
This study addressed the question of whether the USAF should anticipate 

modernizing its core theater airlift fleet with SSTOL- RF or V/SSTOL- RF air-
craft. In general terms, its exploration of this choice indicates that while both 
types of aircraft can meet some key mission requirements of the USA and 
USAF, each also present design characteristics and performance tradeoffs that 
limit its utility in some specific mission areas. More specifically, this study 
presents insights that:

•  Both the USA and the USAF will benefit in future peer- on- peer conflicts 
from the availability of theater air transports able to carry 35–40 ton 
payloads over 2,000 miles and capable of SSTOL- RF or V/SSTOL- RF 
airfield operations.

• SSTOL- RF capabilities are a proven technology option.
•  V/SSTOL- RF aircraft employing helicopter- like blades are efficient in 

vertical flight but much less efficient in cruise flight than V/SSTOL- RF 
aircraft utilizing smaller, higher- speed propellers.

•  The structural and powerplant features of V/SSTOL- RF and SSTOL- RF 
aircraft are heavy and adversely affect their speed- payload and produc-
tivity capabilities.
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•  SSTOL- RF aircraft not burdened by the larger powerplants and struc-
tural provisions for VTOL flight can carry a greater fraction of their 
gross weight as fuel and cargo.

•  For most operational purposes, SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL- RF aircraft 
can have equivalent airfield agilities, speeds, and survivability.

•  The utility of jet- powered aircraft in SSTOL- RF and V/SSTOL- RF opera-
tions are less explored than the use of blade and propeller- driven aircraft.

•  Reducing range requirements would provide greater leverage over the size 
and weight of future theater airlift aircraft than other design adjustments.

Given these insights, this study makes several recommendations. First, the 
time has come for the DOD to conduct a joint- service analysis of the employ-
ment and necessary design features of the next theater airlifter. Given the 
dangerous inadequacies of the present theater airlift fleet, modernizing it 
should have a high priority, perhaps even over- recapitalizing the aging long- 
range airlift fleet. The theater airlift shortfall undermines the USAF’s ability to 
accomplish key war- fighting responsibilities, and no combination of existing 
aircraft can close it. The aging state of the C-5 and C-17 fleets, in contrast, 
represent marginal operational and capacity challenges that can be addressed 
either through service life extensions of those aircraft or even by starting pro-
duction of improved versions of them. Secondly, the defense community 
should approach intertheater, intratheater, and battlefield airlift moderniza-
tion as the integrated operational system that they are. Presently, the USA’s 
Future Vertical Lift program is ahead of the USAF’s airlift modernization ef-
fort, such as it is. But interviews for this study and the absence of a relevant 
literature on the subject suggests that the services are continuing their hide-
bound habit of not working well together to ensure the effectiveness of the 
national air mobility system, particularly its theater airlift component.39 Third, 
this study recommends that the USA and the USAF look hard at whether the 
marginal airfield flexibility benefits of V/SSTOL- RF over SSTOL- RF are 
worth its additional financial costs and operational offsets. V/SSTOL- RF may 
be the theoretical ideal for airfield agility, but SSTOL- RF offers almost the 
same tactical utility, likely would be less expensive to develop, and could sup-
port a wider range of missions in terms of range and payload needs.

While it is too early to predict the design characteristics for a future SS-
TOL- RF with confidence, the data explored in this study do suggest a general 
approach. The key to theater airlift’s success in the future likely will be an 
aircraft that blends high- speed, aerodynamic efficiency, and good range- 
payload characteristics. A SSTOL- RF aircraft with a partially tiltable wing and 
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employing high- speed propellers may well turn out to be the best option for 
optimizing this blend of performance characteristics. A tilt wing would pro-
vide the thrust vectoring needed for SSTOL performance and slow landing 
and takeoff speeds to improve rough- field performance. The propellers would 
provide wing blowing for additional lift and top speeds in the 400 knot range, 
as they do already for modern turboprops like the Airbus A400M. Powerplant 
configuration options could include the traditional option of linking engines 
directly to their propellers and interlinking engines with cross shafting, or 
one of distributing electrical power from turbine- powered generators to mul-
tiple motors and high- speed propellers along the wings. This second option 
would allow designers to provide for continuous wing blowing of higher as-
pect ratio wings, which would further improve the aerodynamics of the air-
craft. Undoubtedly, there will be other aerodynamic and powerplant design 
approaches to explore. But designers probably should avoid any effort to give 
the aircraft even modest VTOL capabilities, given the increased power de-
mands, dangers from debris damage, and propeller- rotor tradeoffs that such 
a compromise would likely entail. Above all else, the DOD and relevant stake-
holders need to get the process of acquiring a new theater airlifter underway 
now, lest the present gaps between requirements and the present fleet’s opera-
tional capabilities grow wider and potentially lead to operational handicaps 
and even disasters in the future.
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